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Abstract—REOVIEM is a system that use the potencial of virtual 
reality (VR) and natural user interfaces (NUI) to offer to patients 
with multiple sclerosis (MS) an intuitive and motivating way to 
perform several motor rehabilitation exercise. Moreover, 
REMOVIEM offer to the therapists a new motor rehabilitation 
tool that it allows control the rehabilitation process, and evaluate 
the progress of the patients. On the other hand, REMOVIEM is a 
low cost system, a feature that it facilitates its integration in the 
clinical rehabilitation centers. 

Keywords; Multiple Sclerosis; Motor Rehabilitation; Virtual 
Reality;  Natural Interfaces. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The methods used for motor rehabilitation of patients with 
neurological problems requires the execution of several 
rehabilitation exercises. Basically, these methods have two 
fundamental problems. First, they propose to exercise motor 
skills performing the exercises in an insistent and repetitive 
way, that it is a very little motivating way and it decreases the 
interest of the patient to perform them. Secondly, they require 
to exercise motor skills in specific centers with qualified 
personnel to supervise at all times, its correct performance. 

The use of new technologies, like VR and NUI, on the 
motor rehabilitation of patients with neurological disorders, are 
well documented [1]. The advantages of VR compared to the 
traditional methods used for this purpose, are basically three. 
First, its capacity to recreate several rehabilitation exercises to 
be performed by the patient, in a virtual way (virtual 
rehabilitation exercises). Secondly, its capacity to configure the 
features of the rehabilitation exercises, to control their 
performance, and also to obtain relevant data from patient to 
perform them. Finally, its capacity to facilitate the interaction 
between patient and system by means of a wide variety of 
devices. On the other hand, several studies have demonstrated 
that offering the virtual rehabilitation exercises in a similar way 
to the games, it si possible to obtain a greater efficiency of the 
rehabilitation process motivating the patients to perform the 
rehabilitation exercises, and also increasing their adherence to 
the treatment  [2], [3], [4]. The advantages of using NUI for 

game consoles with virtual rehabilitation systems also they are 
well documented [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. 

It is true there are some studies focused in the use of 
technical solutions for the rehabilitation of patients with MS. 
For instance, the use of VR and Augmented Reality (AR) for 
the rehabilitation of the gait [11], or the use of NUI for the 
rehabilitation of patients with reduced motor skills [12]. But, in 
our opinion, this approach of using VR and NUI for the motor 
rehabilitation of patients with MS has not yet been widely used, 
and we think it can offer many possibilities. 

In the case of patients with MS, the performance of motor 
rehabilitation exercises in the rehabilitation process it is even 
more important, especially if the disease is diagnosed early 
enough. These patients still have motor skills, and we think 
they could begin a rehabilitation process, performing virtual 
rehabilitation exercises, in a similar way to the games, and 
interacting with them in an easy and intuitive way. That is, 
using natural user interfaces similar to used in games consoles. 
REMOVIEM, the system proposed in this paper, is just an 
attempt to include all these features in one motor rehabilitation  

II. METHODS 

REMOVIEM has two parts: software and hardware. The 
program consists of several virtual environments (VEs) 
designed and developed to allow the patient to perform several 
motor rehabilitation exercises. In the other hand, with the 
software the therapist can select and configure the exercises to 
be performed by the patient, and even view and evaluate the 
results. The hardware is composed of several low cost devices 
used by visualize VEs in a immersiver way, and also to 
interact with them in a very intuitve way. This "low cost" 
component of the devices allows its integration in the clinical 
rehabilitation centers in a easy way. 

A. Software: Virtual Environments 

REMOVIEM has three motor rehabilitation exercises, that 
is, three VEs: TouchBall, TakeBall, and StepBall 

 



TouchBall: 

Objective: to work on the balance and weight transfer of 
the patient, to perform lateral movements of the trunk. Both 
issues are essential in order to achieve an improvement in gait 
and, in this way, to perform a right walk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How the VE works: In the Figure 1 it is possible to see how 
this VE works. The patient, in a standing or sitting way, see at 
either sides, and different heights, several virtual objects that 
they must be touched with his hands, before they disappear, 
and not moving the foots outside of a predefined zone. In 
order to make this, the patient has a long time previously 
established by the therapist. On the other hand, the VE counts 
the successes and mistakes of the patient. If the patient touch 
the virtual object before it disappears, with the hand indicated 
by the system, and not moving their feet outside of the 
predefined limiting zone, he obtains a sucess. But, if the 
patient does not touch the virtual object before it disappears, 
he does not touch it with the hand indicated by the system, or 
he moves their feet outside of the predefined limiting zone, he 
obtains a mistake.  

 

TakeBall:  

Objective: to work in the patient the Diagonals of Kabat 
MMSS, very important in neurological rehabilitation, because 
they work in complete movements of the upper limbs, 
requiring only good coordination for its implementation. 

 

 

 

How the VE works: In the Figure 2 it is possible to see how 
this VE works. The patient, in a standing or sitting way, see 
several virtual objects that they must be moved with both 

hands, from a initial position in which they appear, until the 
final position indicated by the system,  following a path also 
indicated by the system. In order to make this, the patient has a 
long time previously established by the therapist. On the other 
hand, the VE counts the successes and mistakes of the patient. 
If the patient moves the objet from the initial position until the 
final position, before it disappears, and following the path 
established by the system, he obtains a sucess. But, if the 
patient does not move the object before it disappears, or he 
does not move it following the path established by the system, 
he obtains a mistake. 

 

StepBall: 

Objective: to work in the patient the balance and weight 
transfer, in order to perform lateral movements with 
monopodal load. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How the VE works: In the Figure 3 it is possible to see how 
this VE works. The patient, in a standing way, see at either 
sides, and to the ground level, several virtual objects that they 
must be stepped with his foots, before such objects disappear. 
In order to step them, the patient performs a lateral movement 
of the leg closest to the virtual object, lifting it just enough to 
avoid throwing another virtual object, as an obstacle, stand 
between the patient's leg and the virtual object to step. In orther 
to mahe this, the patient has a long time previously established 
by the therapist. On the other hand, the VE counts the 
successes and mistakes of the patient. If the patient step the 
virtual object before it disappears, and not throwing the virtual 
obstacle to avoid, he obtains a sucess. But, if the patient threw 
the virtual obstacle to avoid, or (even avoiding it) does not step 
the virtual object before it disappears, he obtains a mistake.  

All VEs follow the same operating system. Initially there is 
a window with the VE settings menu. In the Figure 4 it is 
possible to see this menu allows to the therapist to modify the 
parameters of the motor rehabilitation exercise considering the 
feautres of the patient. In the Figure 5 we see after 
configuration, the patient see a sequence of images explanatory 
about the interaction with the VE. The goal of these images is 
the patient, in a simple and intuitive, understand as he/she must 
interact with the system in order to perform the VE. Afther 
there is a window, showed in the Figure 6, in which the patient 
can see how the system detects the skeleton of the patient body, 

 
Fig. 1.  TouchBall virtual environment 

 

Fig. 2.  TakeBall virtual environment 

 
Fig. 3.  StepBall virtual environment 



and as it also detects he/she is correctly placed to carry out the 
exercise. In the Figure 7 it is possible to see when the system 
detects that the patient is properly positioned, it start a 
countdown that it will allow the patient to prepare for the start 
of the execution of the exercise. Finally, in the Figure 8 we see 
after the execution of the exercise, the system shows to the 
patient a window with a summary of the results obtained. 

B. Hardware 

REMOVIEM propose a LCD/LED TV (42"-47") to watch 
and hear the visual and auditory contents of the virtual 
environments. Specifically, the patient watch himself, 
included in one of the virtual environments mentioned 
previously. In order to interact with the virtual environments, 
the patient use Microsoft Kinect® that it has several sensors 
(image, audio and depth) used to detect movements, to 
identify faces, or to recognize speech. REMOVIEM only use 
the detection all movements of the patients. For this, the 
patient is placed in front of the Microsoft Kinect®, as a 
suitable distance to be able to capture completely all his body 
movements.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

III.  CONCLUSIONS 

REMOVIEM is in a clinical evaluation phase. This phase 
is being carried out by the professionals of the rehabilitation of 
patients with MS of the Association of Multiple Sclerosis of 
Castellon (Spain), that also they have participated in the 
specifications of the feautres of the system and the virtual 
evironments. In this way, it will be possible to know the 
clinical utility of the system, and the acceptance degree of 
patients. 

 
In order to carry out this clinical evaluation, we have 

selected 12 patients, following these criteria. Inclusion 
Criteria: a) men and women between 25 and 35 years old, b) 
with relapsing-remitting and secondary progressive multiple 
sclerosis, c) a minimum score of 6 on all items of the domain 
of the Functional Independence Measure (FIM), d) patients 
dont need assistive devices for ambulation or at most a cane of 
a point, e) and they dont have cognitive impairments. 
Exclusion Criteria: a) patients who are in bud stage, b) or they 
require assistive devices for ambulation. The patients selected 
have been divided into two groups (control group and 
experimental group), everyone of 6 patients. Every patient will 
perform 10 hour sessions (one per week). In order to assess the 
static and dynamic balance abilities of the patients we will use 
the Tinetti Test (TT) and 10-meter walk test (10 MWT). 
Moreover, also we will use a feedback questionnaire (SFQ) in 
order to know the opinion of the patient in relation with the 
treatment. 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.  Configuration virtual environments 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Images explanatory about the interaction with the virtual 

environment. 

 
Fig. 6.  The detection of the skeleton of the patient in the virtual 

environment. 
 

 
Fig. 7.  The countdown before the execution of the virtual environment 

 

 
Fig. 8.  The results obtained afther the execution of the virtual 

environment. 
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